
 
                 COMPANY PROFILE 
 
At Auxor Tech - We make your dreams a Fabulous reality. 
 
When it comes to developing our Web designs, and Digital solutions, we 
believe in efficiency and flexibility. We do our best to keep them perceptive 
and intelligent. 



• We create highly lucrative, scalable digital solutions to ensure that there 
is always room for development. 

• From the launch of your business through its smooth development, we 
offer Services & Solutions that make your journey to success smoother. 
 
 

             SERVICES & SOLUTIONS  

• Web Development: A google search always leads to a website, and if it's 
not your website, chances are good that the person is actively searching 
for data on one of your competitors' websites. We create SEO- optimised, 
quick, navigable, and fluid site designs that keep your user informed and 
prevent them from straying from your content. 

• Graphic Design: Beautiful digital experiences are what we enjoy 
designing and building for your users. We think that simplicity is the new 
chic and that each person has a unique way of responding to designs. As a 
result, we produce eye-catching designs that keep consumers engaged. 

• Digital Marketing: You may connect with individuals and companies that 
are interested in your services and goods using our digital advertising 
strategies. Our method is result-driven, so there is no time lost in reaching 
you to your customers. 

• 2D & 3D Animation: We make use of educational tools and provide you 
an opportunity to grow your career in 2D & 3D animation and multimedia. 

• SEO: In the longterm, organic searches are more beneficial than 
sponsored listings since they deliver more accurate information that is 
directly relevant to the subject being searched for. We can help you rank 
on the first page of Google Search for terms relating to your business. 

• Business Consulting: Get Your Business and IT Strategies Aligned. We 
offer you Business Consulting based on your industry. From Planning to 
Marketing, Products to Services, Branding and Finances. We guide you in 
each and every step. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Build your Website: 



- E- Commerce website 
- Business website 
- Blog website 
- Portfolio website 
- Event website 
- Personal website 
- Membership website 
- Nonprofit website 
- Informational website 

We use the latest programmes to write your codes for smooth performance 
and easily add new features to your app as your user base grows. 
 





Our mobile apps are smart and they constantly evolve with the changes in the 
environments they operate. They are highly functional and full of features giving 

your user a feeling of joy. Our apps are built to last. 



The expenses associated with marketing initiatives are constant and rising. 
So, having the correct plan with clear targets and deadlines is really helpful.  

Our plans are built around your clients and are developed by specialists in 
the field using vast knowledge to ensure that they are always successful. 

 



Marketing Services Offered: 

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 
SMO (Social Media Optimization) 
SMM (Social Media Marketing) 
PPC (Pay per Click) 
Content Marketing 
App Downloads Marketing 
Video Marketing 
Lead Generation 

Animation Services offered: 

• 2D Cartoon Animation 
• 3D Cartoon Animation 
• GIF Creation

Contact Us: biz@auxortech.com  
 
Call/WhatsApp: +91-9646681117  
 
Skype: live:.cid.2d4b2bf2dd6a687e  
LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/in/japneet-
madan-710a87126/ 
 
Website: www.auxortech.com
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